Abstract. In this paper a systematic method for generating, comparing and proving the properties of transition systems is presented. It is assumed that any property of a system can be defined by giving a set of 'target' states and a type of reachability. Ten differcqt types of reachability are proposed; by appropriately choosing the set of target states, a family of ten potentially different properties is generated. The main conclusion is that the reachability types and therefore the system properties, can be characterized by simple relations involving the set of the possible initial states and fixed points of certain continuous predicate transformers depending on the set of target states. As a consequence, in order to prove a given property it is sufficient to compute iteratively greatest or least fixed points of continuous predicate transformers.
Introduction
The elaboration of a general verification theory of systems requires on the one hand the existence of a sufficiently general model on which this theory could be developed and on the other hand a precise and operational definition of the notion of correctness. While for sequential (serial) systems, sequential programs in particular, the verification theory seems to be well established, for parallel systems the two aforementioned requirements subsist; in fact there exists neither a generally accepted notion of correctness for parallel systems nor a general verification method. The aim of this paper is to propose a general1 framework for tackling the problem of system verification.
Verifying a system means proving the validity of a set of statements about its behaviour. We believe, without limiting th.e ger,rrality of the approach, that a distinction made in the case of sequential programs can be maintained by considering that these statements are of two kinds: -statements which are valid at every state of the system and characterize all its possible states; these statements correspond to irsvariant properties ; -statements which express the fact that an event may or should occur one or several times if the system is initialized correctly. Such statements correspond to general 0304-397S/82/0000-0000/$02.75 @ 1982 North-Holland propertics of its control such as, termination, liveness, persistence, presence of deadlock, presence of livelock, ctc; the term non-invariant properties is used to dencte them, Therefore, verifying a system1 amounts to proving that both a set of invariant properties (weak correctness) and a set of non-invariant properties hold; which properties are considered depends on what it is specified as the 'good' functioning of the system under study. A similar distinction between invariant and non-invariant properties cart also be found in 1271 ('invariant' and 'temporal' properties) and in [2 15 ('sat'ety' and *liveness' properties) .
II such a definition of the notion of correctness is adopted, then a system veriiication theory must offer general methods for proving invariant and noninvariant properties. %'hile invariance is a rather well understood concept, this is not the case for the other properties. The main reason for this is their (surprisingly) great variety: irl the literature one can find, three different types of termination, mote than five types of liveness, two types of livelock . . . . Furthermore, there is a lot of confusion about the terminology: different terms often denote the same property and conversely the same term is sometimes used to characterize different situations, For exsmple, the terms 'live' in [13] , 'live-4' in [26] , 'live-S' in [22] , 'immortal' in [ 161 denote the same property which is quite different from this one in [21] . Also, the statement "a system S has a deadlock" can be given the three different meanings:
(1) "there exists a set of states at which the system S is blocked forever", (2j "the system S can reach a state at which it is blocked forever", !3) "the system S will certainly reach a state at which it is blocked forever". in this paper a systematic method for generating, comparing and proving control properties is presented. Tht: results are developed on a highly abstract relational model, called transition systems [ 161. This model employs very few primitive notions namely those of state and transition (action) which are at the base of every discrete model. The advantages of working with such a primitive model, especially when studying the properties of concurrent systems, are now widely recognized [16-19, 301. According to the proposed method,, in order to verify a given property it may be necessary to compute the greatest or least fixed point of a predicate transformer which characterizes certain aspects of the functioning of the system under study. From this point of view our approach has been inspired from the work by Van Lamsweerde and Sintzoff [20] ; some of their resfnlts on deadlock and starvation rqetection can be derived from those of Section 3.3.2.2. Also, there exists some similarity between our approach and the method by Flon and Suzuki [lO] as far as the use of predicate transformers and the representation of parallel systems by non-deterministic models are concerned. This paper is organized in four parts. In SectiolB 2 we present two fundamental concepts: invariant? and trajectories. These are predicates that can be iteratively computed as fixed points of continuous predicate transformers. The continuity of these predicate transformers is shown to be in relation with the boundedness of the non determinism as in [6,29, 15, 111. In Section 3 a systematic &hod for studying properties is presented; it will be argued that every system property can be defked by giving a target predicate and a type of reachability. Ten different types of reachability are then defined; by appropriately choosing a target predicate a family of ten potentially different properties is generated. The main result of this part is that the reachability types, and consequently the properties of systems, can be character&d by simple relations involving the set of the initial states of a system and invariants or trajectories which depend on the target predicate.
In Section 5 illustration is given of some possible applications of the theory developed in the preceding parts.
The concepts of invariant and trajectory

Preliminary results
Transition s ys terns
A transition system [16] is defined by a triplet S = (Q, I-r, R) where, -Q is a countable set of states, -T = {tl, t2, . . . , t,} is a set of transitions, -R=(RI,R2,..., R,,,) is a set of binary relations on Q in bijection with the transitions. Transition systems are a primitive model employing very *few notions which are at the base of every discrete ,model. Transitions correspond to actions which can transform, by their execution, the state of the system; the relation Ri describes precisely the effect of the transition tia A transition ti is executable from a state 4 only if there exists a state q' such that (q, q') E Ri; we then say that ti is enabled by q and that q' is the state reached from q after the execution of tie The notation q + q' is an abbreviation for 3 E (1, . . . , m} (q, q') E Ri. With a transition system can be associated a digraph the vertices of which are the elements of Q and the edges are labelled by T: there is an edge from q to q' labeiled by ti iff (<J, q') E Ri. For a path of such a graph given by a sequence of states qiOgil . . . qi,, with (cqij_,, qij) E R, for j = 1,2, . . . , w, the corresponding sequence of transitions IT = ti1t'i2 . , . ti, is a sequence of actions executable from the state qiO. We note qiO-c + qi,. Also, qiO +* qi,,, is an abbreviation for 3~ E T" qiO -C + qi, i.e., +.' represents the rellexive transitive closure of +.
Transition systems are a sequential non-deterministic model: sequential in the sense that only one transition can be executcci at a time and nondeterministic in the sense that generally more than one transitions are enabled at a given state. Obviously, every sequential discrete system cam be represented, at some level of abstraction, by a transition system. Fuitherm::re, in so far as the concurrency in the tunctioning of a system can be represented by global non-determinism (as in [20] and [ 17] ), transition systems can be considered a primitive model for the representation of concurrent systems too.
2.1.2. 7% predicate transformers pre and post Given a model, in which the actions are represented by binary relations on a set of states, it is generally admitted that predicate transformers provide an elegant manner for dealing with its semantic properties. The functions pre and post studied in this subsection paragraph are the basic predicate transformers used in this paper. They have aheady been introduced and studied by several authors, for example [33, E, 24, IS] ; however, for the sake of completeness we recall and comment here some of their useful properties.
Let Q be a countable set and P the set of unary predicates on Q:
P E P e P : Q + {true, false}.
We represent by 3' = (P, v, A, 1, T, I) the complete lattice on 9 with respectively v, A, 7, T, L the operations of disjunction, conjunction, negation, the 'always true' predicate (VP), the 'always false' predicate (&P). 9' is isomorphic to the complete rfattice of subsets of Q, 3" = (zQ, v, n, -, Q, 0); with every P E 9 can be associated its characteristic set P = {q E Q IP(q) = true}. We use c and E in order to represent the order relation on 3' and 9 respectively: (VPI, P2 E 9) (PI c P+ PI E Pz). Let 9 be the set of unary functions mapping 9' into 9. The elements of 9 are called predicate transformers. We extend on 9 the operations v , A, 1: for F, G E g the expressions F v G, F A G, TF represent respectively the functions (F v G)(P) = F(f) v S(P), (F A G)(P) = F(P) A G(P), lF(P) = l(F(P)), where P is a predicate of 9. The ncztation P is used to represent the dual of F: E(P) = -IF(+).
In the sequel, the abbreviation P(q) is used in the place of P(q) = true.
Let 9 be the set of binary relations on Q. For R E B we define the function pre [R] E 9: pre [R] (R)(q)@ 3aI' E Q JYq') and (q, q') E R.
Properties 1
(a) pre [R] (gi PI GG P23pre [R] (Pt? r pre [R] (&).
Remark. Properties l(f) and 1 (g) are corollaries of property 1 (e) which establishes the distributivity of pre [R] over disjunction. Property I (g) states that pre [R] is monotonic and property 1 (f) is a consequence of 1 (g).
The following proposition gives a characteristic property of the set B(P) = {FE913R&?F=pre [R] Proof. If FES?(P) , then F(I) = I by property l(a) and F(ViPi) = Vi FfPi) by property 1 (e).
It remains to prove that if F(I) = I Rnd 1'(Vi Pi) = ViF(Pi), then FE 9(P). Associatr; with each element qi of Q a predicate Pqi of 9 such that: P,,(q)aq = qia Obviously every predicate of 9 can be expressed as the countable disjunction of a set of predicates of this type. Let R be the relation obtained from F in the following manner:
Then Vqi E Q pre [R] (Pqi) = F(P&). This implies, VP E g pre [R] (P) = F(P): if P = I, then the equality trivially holds; else P = Viol Pqi, where I is a set of indices ar;ld this equality is also verified because of the distributivity of F with respect to disjunction.
Let S = (0, T, {Ri}El) be a transition system. We represent by pre [S] The following properties can be proved. Also, every property der;ivable from these properties by substituting, pre by post, post by pre, and ci by ki is true.
Ropesties 2.
For {Pi}i an arbitrary sequence of predicates of zY,
For {Pi}i an arbitrary sequence of predicates of 9, pwslcPiE@wl(V Pi); Remark. Properties 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) are the duals of l(e), l(f) and l(g) respectively. Property 2(d) simply expresses the fact that every state is either a sink state or a possible direct predecessor of P or a possible direct predecessor of 1P. Properties 2(e) and 2(f) can be easily proved by using the definitions of pre and $5.
2.2, 1n oariants and trajel:tories as fixed poin:s uf monotonic functions 2,2.1. Definitions and properties Let S = (Q, T, {Ri)Elj be a transition system. -An hvariant J of S is a predicate J on Q such that V(q, 4') E Q X Q, J(q) and q -+ q'=sd(q').
An invariant of S-' = (Q, 7', {Rf')I"=1) is called inverse invariant of S.
-A computation of S [ ILO] from a given state qo E Q is a sequence a'over T which is applicable from 40 anI6 if (7 is finite (r\L 1 lci)(q) for every 4 such that 40 -c -+ 4. A computation is said to be nun-terminating if it is an infinite sequence.
-A trujectory of S is a predicate W representing the set of the states visited by S when a computation is executed, i.e. W is a predicate on Q such that Vq E Q, -A non-terminating trajectory W of S is a trajectory corresponding to a nonterminating computation, i.e. a predicate W such that Vq E Q Remarks.
(1) If J is an invariant of S and for some 4 E Q, J(q), then J is also verified by all the possible direct successors of q (and consequently by all the possible successors of 4): The notion of invariant introduced here corresponds to the notion of 'right invariant' in [24] and the notion of 'qo-inductive' in [17] .
(2) If W is a trajectory of S and for some 4 E Q, W(q), then, if 4 is not a sink state, there exists q', q +q', such that W(q'). The notion of non-terminating trajectory has been introduced in [24] . Proof. Direct consequence of the Propositions 2 and 3.
Proposition 5. Let S be a transition system.
(a) W is a trajectory of S iff W is a solution of P c pre[S](P) v r\E 1 ici iff 1 W is a solution of (pre[S] @E[S])(P) C P. (b) W is a non-terminating trajectory of S iff W is a solution of P c pre[S](.P) iff 7 W is a solution of *[S](P) E P.
Yrsc6f. The relations P c pre[S](P) ?I A:=, lci and P c pre[S](P) express directly the defirgitions of trajectory and non-terminating trajectory respectively. The proof can be completed by taking the dual of these relations (notice that by property 2(d),
Recall of results on the fixed points of monotonic functions
In this subsection, we recall some well-known results [34, 25] on the fixed points of monotonic functions which are used later on.
Definition. Let F be a predicate tl*ansformer element of ZF.
-F is continuous from below or b-continuous iff for every increasing sequence of predicates ( Nolation. Being given F E 9 we represent by F* and F" the functions
The unary operations * and x are called respectively starring and crossing.
Proposition 6. (a) Let F be a monotonic function of 9, PI a predicate such that Pa c F(P1) and PO the least fixed point of F which is greater than or equal to PI:
(b) Let F be a monotonic function of 9, PI a predicate such that F(Pl) c PI and PO the greatest fixed point of P which is less than or equal to PI :
Proposition 7. Let F be a monotonic function of 9.
(a) F is a b-continuous iff P is a-continuous. (b) For every predicate P of 8, if PO is the least fixed point of F which is greater than or equal to P, then TPO is the greatest fixed point of fi less than or equal to TP (and conversely). Furthermore, F"(P) = T@"(-IP)).
Continuity of the monotonic functions constructed from elements of B(P)
It was recalled that continuity is a sufficient condition for the iterative computation of least or greatest fixed points of a function F as the upper or least bound of the sequence of predicates (P, F(P), F2(P), . . .) . In this subsection we study under which conditions the functions constructed from elements of 3(P) by effectuating the usual lattice operations (disjunction, conjunction, complementation) and the operations of starring and crossing are at-continuous or b-continuous. It is shown that bounded non-determinism [9, 291 for a transition system, i.e. the property that every state has a finite number of direct successors, is a necessary and sufficient condition for the predicate transformers used in Subsection 2.2.1 to be both continuous from above and from below.
Proof. (a) Every function pre [R] is not only b-continuous but also distributive with respect to disjunction (property 1 (e)).
(b) We prove first that if for every state q, I{q 'l (q, q') 
. . , be a decreasing sequence of predicates. 'Then, since pre [R] is a monotonic function we have, pre [R] (Ai Pi) C_ p\i prtiLR](Pi).
Thus, it remains to show that
We have
But since q has a finite number of direct successors, only finitely many qS can occur. The sequence {Pi}i being decreasing, there exists some qS verifying every predicate Pi. Thus, Suppose that there exists q E Q such that l{q 'l (q, q' ) E R)I is infinite. Consider {qSi)i a sequence of distinct elements of (q' 1 (q, q') E H} and the decreasing sequence of sets of indices:
Then the sequence of predicates {Pi}i with Pi = {qSl}iEli is also decreasing. Furthermore Ai Pi = I which implies that pre[W ]Jji Pi) = 1.
On the other hand, Vi E N pre [R] (Pi)(q) which is equivalent to (Ai pre [R] (Pi))(q). Consequently we have Ai pre [R] (Pi) Z pre [R] (Ai Pi). According to this theorem all the functions constructed from pre[S] in Subsection 2.1.2 for a transition system S = (Q, T, {Z?i}El) are both b-continuous and acontinuous iff the relations Ri belong to Bb. This condition implies that the 'nondeterminism' of the system S is bounded in the rTnse of Dijkstra [9] (see also [29, 15, 111. In the sequel we suppose that the transition systems studied are such that the relations Ri belong to 8$, (are image-finite).
Computing invasiants and trajectories
Solving inequalities of the type P c G(P) or H(P) c P is equivalent to computing respectively fixed points of I A G and I v H where I is the identity function:
P c G(P)@P = P A G(P)-P = (I A G)(P),
H(P) c Pc4P = P v H(P)W!'= (I v H)(P).
Furthermore, for every predicate PO of g we have: (I A G)(Po) c PO and PO E (I v H)(Po). And by Proposition ii--if G is a-continuous, then (I' A G)"(&)
is the greatest solution of P E G(P) which is less than or equal to PO; -if G is b-continuous, then (I v H)*(Po) is the least solution of H(P) C_ P which is greater than or equal to PO. (I A G)"(Po) (respectively (1 v H)*(,Po)) can be computed iteratively as the limit of the decreasing (increasing) sequence {Xi}i, defined by
Xk+ll =Xk A G(Xk) (resp. Xk+, =Xk v H(Xk)) with X0 = PO.
The general term Xk is equal to (I A G)k(PO) ((I v H)k(Po)).
The halting criterion for this iterative computation is stabilization: there exists some s E N such that Xs = Xs_+ Remark that continuity is not a crucial property from a practical point of view; even if G or H is not continuous, if stabilization is reached in such an iterative computation, then X is a fixed point. Thus, the hypothesis that the considered systelms are of finite non-determinism is not too restrictive as far as the possibility to exploit the results exposed in this paper is concertled, while it allows a more elegant presentation.
In order to simplify the notations we represent in the sequel by pre and post the functions pre [S] and post[S] defined for a system S = (Q, T, {Ri}E 1). Also, we write A =--Ic~ instead of A:= z xi and vci instead of Vr= 1 ci when no confusion is possible.
Proposition 11. Let PO a predicate of 9.
(a) $Fe"(Po) is the greatest invariant ofS less than or equal to PO.
(b) post'(Po) is the least invariant of S greater than ot equal to PO. (c) @ii" is the greatest inverse invariant of S less than or equal to PO.
(~1) pre*(Pn) is the least inverse invariant of S greater than or equal to PO.
Proof, This proposition is a direct consequence of the results of the preceding subection if it is taken into account that (I v F)*(P) = F*(P) if F is distributive with respect to disjunction and (I A F)"(P) = F"(P) if F is distributive with respect to con junction.
Proposition 12, (a) J is the greatest invariant of S less than or equal to PO E 9 iff 1J is the least inverse invariant of 5 greater than or equal to -IPO, i.e. J = Fe"(&) = -3prk"(iPo).
(bj J is the least invariant of S greater than or equal to PO E 9 iff --IJ is the greatest inverse invariant of S less than or equal to lP0, i.e. J = post*(Po) = l~"(lPO).
Proof. Direct coflsequence of the preceding proposition and Proposition 7(b).
Observath.
The predictions pre*(Po) and post*(Po) represent respectively the set of all the (possible) predecessors and the set of all the (possible) successors of the states verifying P o. Thus, Proposition 12(a) means that the greatest invariant contained L% PO is equal to the complement of the predicate representing the set of all the possible predecessors of 1Po. The greatest and the least invariant are respectively T and _L.
9 being distributive, the lattice of the invsriants is distributive too.
Observation. The atomic elements of the lattice of the invariants of a transition system S are predicates whose characteristic set contains either a sink state or the states of a strongly connected component of the graph associated with S.
Definition. An invariant J of S is called deadlock-free invariant if J c Vci.
Observation. If J is a deadlock-free invariant of S and S is initialized at a state q, such that J(q), then S can never reach a sink state (it never deadlocks).
Proposition 14. J is a deadlock-free invariant of S iff J c (pre A i%)(J).
Proof. Omitted.
Observation. Thz greatest deadlock-free invariant of S is (I A pre A @5)"(T) = (I A pre A @)"(Vci).
If we remark that pre('vcJ c Vci, we find that the greatest deadlock-free invariant of S is equal to @?'(Vc,), i.e. it is the greatest invariant less than or equal to Vci. Also, if we use the equality F"(P) = l(E"(lP)) (Proposition 7), we find that the greiatest deadlock-free invariant is equal to l(pre*(Alci)); this predicate characterizes Ihe set of the states which are not possible predecessors of the set of the sink states; 
Proof. Omitted.
Proposition 116. Let S be a transition system, PO E 9 and q a state of S.
(a) pre*(Po)(q) iff there exists a computation from q such that for some state q' visited in this computation Po(q').
(b) (I v pre h$!)*(Po)(q) iff for every computation from q there exists a state q' visited in this computation such that Po(q').
(c) (I v@Z)"(Po)(q) iff for every non-terminating computation from q there exists a state q' visited in this computation such that P&').
Proof. (a) Notice that pre*(P&) means that q is a possible predecessor of some state q',, Po(q'), i.e. there exists q', PO(q'), and a sequence a over T such that q -(I + q'. So, a can be the prefix of a computation starting from q.
(b) Suppose that (I v pre @@*(PO)(q) and that there exists a computation from q such that no one of the states visited in this computation satisfies PO. This means that there exists a trajectory W, corresponding to this computation, such that (I vpre A @Z)*(Po) A W # 1 and W A PO = 1. By Proposition 15(a), Wo = l(I v pre A **(PO) = (I A (pre v e))"(lPo)
is the greatest trajectory contained in
-lPCb
From W A PO = I we have that W is a trajectory contained in -IPO and conseq->entIy W C_ Wo. But this contradicts the hypothesis 1 Wo A W # 1. Conversely, supcosc that for every computation from 4 there exists a state q' such that Po(q') and that --(I v pre A 3)" (PO)(q). Then, according to Proposition 15(a) q belongs to the greatest trajectory contained in 1Po and this contradicts the hypothesis.
(c) A similar proof can be carried out. Proof. A proof similar to the proof of proposition 16 can be carried out. Hoirlrever, notice that the converse of (a) is not true: if q is a possible successor of socie state of PO but it is not a possible predecessor OS any state of PO, then there exists a trajectory W such that W(q) and TW A PO f _L but Tpre*(Po)(q).
Obzwtvation. The predicate A = (I v pre A pX)*(Po) is the least solution of (pre A @Z)(P) G P FqJhich is greater than or equal to PO. Thus, A contains all the states FNhich are no't sink states and all their direct successors belong to A. In a similar manner, the predicate I? = (I v @)*(PO) is lihe least solution of @Z(P) G P which is greater than or equal to PO. B contains all the states which if they are not sink states then all their direct successors belong to B.
Proposition 18. The greatest non-terminating trajectory of a transition system is equal l0 W = pre"(Vi Ci).
Proof. The greatest non-terminating trajectory is equal to (1 A pre)"(T). By taking into account that pre(T) = Vi ci and that pre( Vi ci) G Vi ci we obtain: (I A pre)"('T) = prz"(V, Ci).
The properties of transition systems
In the introduction of this paper we adopted the hypothesis that the problem of system verification with respect to a given specification can be decomposed in two parts: one part corresponds to invariant properties and the other to non-invariant or 'time dependent' ones.
The aim of this section is to provide general definitions of these two classes of properties and general methods for their verification as well. Since most of the properties of a system depend on the choice of its initial state, we consider in the sequel that a system is a doublet (S, PI) where S is a transition system and Pi a predicat representing the set of all the possible initial states of S.
Reachability types
The starting point of our approach is that every property of a given system (S, PI) is specified as a pair (Pz, RT) where, -Pz is a predicate characterizing a set of target states; -RT is a readability type which specifiles how states of Pz can be reached when the system is initialized at an arbitrary state of PI.
The choice of P2 determines which kind of events are of interest for a property while the reachability type determines how often these events can or should occur. For example, a termination property is defined by taking P2 = Z-IALT (HALT contains all the final states) and by choosing a reachability type which can express the facts "every computation terminates properly" or "there exists some computation terminating properly" or "for any prefix I~ of an arbitrary computation from a state qo, a sequence x of transitions can be found such that 40 --o=rc 9 q and HALT(q)", etc.
The reachability types correspond to different types of 'causaiity relation' or 'temporal implication' which can exist between the two statements: "the system is initialized at a state of PI" and "the system is at a state of Pz".
We introduce here ten different reachability types. One of them is used to characterize invariant properties and it expresses the fact that something always holds after the system is initialized at a state of PI. The other nine reachability types express the idea that somlething will eventually become true in the future (but after becoming true it can become false again) and they are used for defining non-invariant properties.
Definitions. Let S be a transition system and PI, P2 E g, -P2 is potentially reachable or p+eachrzble from PI if for every state q, PI(q), thiere exists a computation from q such that for some state q' visited in this computation Pz(q'), i.e. PI r= pre*(P*), according to Proposition 16(a).
-P2 is obligatorily reachable or c-reachable from PI if for every state qR PI(q), and every non-terminating computation from q there exists a state q' visited in this computation such that P&'). According to f'roposition 16(c), in this case, PI c_ (I v -.PZ is ineuitably reachable or a-reachable from PI if for every state q, P*(q), and every computation from qr there exists a stats: q' visited in this computation such that Pz(q'). According to Proposition 16(b) in this case, P1 c_ (I w pre.r\$Z)*(Pz).
-Pz is always reachable or a-reachable from P1 if for every state q, PI(q), every possible successor 4' of q (q +* q') is such that Pz(q'), i.e. post*(Pl) c P2.
The first three reachability types in the preceding definition are called types of simple reachability, They characterize situations where a state of Pz is reachable at least once from every state of PI. A fundamental difference between simple reachability and a-reachability is that in the former case the predicate P2 becomes true in an intermittent manner while in the latter, P2 is permanently true.
Observation. There is some similarity in our approach with the one followed when modal or temporal logic is used for the study of programs (see for example [23, 27, 211) . In fact, some reachability types correspond to modalities of a modal logic for which a (Kripke) frame is given by the doublet (Q, +*). By using the terminology in [21] we can say that the assertion "Pz is a-reachable from PI" means that Pg is true 'now' (at every state of P1) and it will remain true during all the possible *futures' (a 'future' corresponds to a computation in our model). The types of simple reachability give assertions that a statement 15 'eventually" true: "Pz is p-reachable" means that there exists some 'future' at some 'time' of which Pz is reachable; "Pz is o-reachable" means that for every non-terminating 'future' there is some 'time' at which Pg is reached; "P, is i-reachable" means that for every par;sible 'future' there is some 'time' at which P2 is reached.
Hereafter we introduce three more types OE 'intermittent' reachability which will be called types of systematic reachability. They are used to qualify the situations where Pz is reachable not only from every state which satisfies PI but also from every possible successor ol" it; i.e. "systematically reachable from PI" means "simply reachable from post*(P$' and it implies that P2 is reachable an unbounded number of times if the system is initialized correctly.
Definitions. Let S be a transition system and PI: P2 E 9. -Pz is p-systematically reachaba'e or p-s-reacriablz from Pr if P2 is p-reachable from post*(Pl), i.e. post*(P,) r pre*(Pz).
-Pg ds o-systematically reachable or o-s-reackabk from PI if Pz is o-reachable from post*(Pi), i.e. post*(P1) c (I \I foe)*. --P2 is i-systematically reachalble or i-s-reachable from P1 if P2 is i-reachable from post*(Pl), i.e. post*(P1) F (I \' pre A px*(P*).
Observation. Notice that the different types of systematic reachability can be considered as cases of a-reachability of pre*(Pz), (I v p%)"(Pz) and (I v pre A $Z)*(Pz) from PI. For example, "pre*(Pz) is always reachable from PI" is equivalent to "Pz is p-s-reachable from PI" or to "Pz is p-reachable from post*(Pi)".
Finally, we introduce the notion of quasi-systematic reachability in order to characterize the cases of simple but non-systematic reachability; the types of quasi-systematic reachability can be used for expressing properties such as partial liveness, partial deatllock and livelock.
Definitions. Let S be a transition system and PI, P2 E p. For j E {p, o, i}, Pz is j-quasisystematically reachable from PI or j-qs-reachable from PI if P2 is j-reachable from PI and P2 is not j-s-reachable from PI.
The reachability types as relations involving invariants and trajectories
Proposition 19. For a transition system S, PI, P2 E g, . omitted.
dbservrstions. (a) According to Proposition 19 if P2 is such that $Z"( lP2) = 1
(respectively (I A pre)"(lPz) = L, (I A (pre v @E))"(lP2) = L), then P2 is p-reachabbie (respectively o-reachable, i-reachable) from every possible initial state.
(b) The greatest invariant from which a predicate P2 is p-s-reachable (respectively o-s-reachable, i-s-reachable) is $i%"(pre*(P2)) (respectively, $Zx((I v @W*(P?), +"(I v pre /\ @Z)*(Pz>).
For an overview of simple and systelmatic reachabilities see Table 1 . The main result of this subsection is that it is possible to express the ten defined reachability types in terms of relations between on the one hand, the 'input predicate' PI or the least invariant containing PI and on the other hand, the greatest invariant, non-terminating trajectory, trajectory less than or equal to lPZ. These relations are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Study of the properties
In this subsection, we show how the results of 3.1 and 3.2 can be applied to prove system properties.
Definition.
A property of a given system (S, PI) is specified as a pair (Pz, RT) where P2 is an arbitrary predicate of g and R.T one of the ten reachability types defined in 3.1. We say that the system (S, P1) satisfies the property (Pz, RT) if Pz is RT from PI in S.
Invariant properties
For a system (S, PI) an imariant property is any property that is specified as a pair (Pz, a-reachable), where P2 is an arbitrary predicate of 9.
According to Proposition 20, in order to prove that a system satisfies an invariant property one has to find some invariant J of S such that P1 E J c P2 and such an invariant exists iff post*(Pl) c Pg or @5"(P2) c PI. Thus the validity of an invariant property can be established by computing either post*(P1) or @Z"(Pz).
Notice that if a system satisfies an invariant property with target predicate P2, then it satisfies every invariant property with target predicate Pi, P2 c Pi. -Also, in this case, (J, a-reachable) is a valid invariant property for every invariant J, PI 5 J c_ P2.
We believe thr.t the distinction between the notions of invariant and of invariant property is important since both of them have to be used in order to prove that an assertion about a system 'always' holds. Suppose for instance: that we want to prove that a mutual exclusion constralilllt always holds in a given system (S, Pd. According to our approach, one has to prove that (S, PI) satisfies the invariant property (P2, a-reachable) where PI2 is a predicate characterizing, all the states for which mutual exclusion holds. It is important to note that P,z is given in the specification (or can be deduced from the specifications) of (S, PI) and, 3s a rule, 
P2
is not an invariant of S. In order to establish that (Pz, a-reachable) is sati.sfied one has to find some invariant J of S such that it implies the mutual exclusion constraint (J c Pz) and all the possible initial states satisfy this invariant (PI c: J).
Non-invariant properties
For a system (S, PI), a non-invariant properly is any propert!, which is specified as a pair (Pg, RT), where P2 is an arbitrary predicate of 9 and RT one of the nine types of simple, systematic, quasi-systematic reachability defiaed in 3.1:
According to the suggested approach, a family of non-invariant properties is defined by fixing the target predicate 22 and it potentially contains nine different properties corresponding to the difEerent reachability types. The results of subsection 3.2 -applied for a given family provide proof methods for each one of its properties.
Apart from the two families of properties studied hereafter, other families which are of interest in practice can be defined by a:ppropriately choosing the target predicate Pz, The reader can find. an application of this idea in [32] where the properties relative to the presence of deadlock and livelock are studied.
Blockability properties
Definition, A transition system S is said to be 'Y-blockable from PI if (S, PI) satisfies the non-invariant property (A lci, Y-reachable) where 'x' stands for one of the nine possible prefixes of '-reachable'. Observations. (a) If S is such that the greatest deadlock-free invariant $E*(V Ci) = i, then S is potentially blockable from every possible initial state.
(b) If S is such that the greatest non-terminating trajectory pre"(v ci) = 1, tht;Fn S is inevitably blockable from every possible initial state.
(c) The greatest invariant J such that S be p-s-blockable from .r is equal to @Y(pre*:,j lci)) =. lpre*(-lpre*(\ lci)) = lpre*($Z"(V ci)). lY5Ex[V ci) is the greatest dea,dlock-free invariant and ~pre*(pre"(V Ci)) represents the set of the states from which this invariant is not reachable..
(d) The @Teatest invariant J such that S be o-s-blockable from J is equal to jW((P v j%E)*(A 1Ci)) = lpre*(i(l V *I*(/\ 7Ci)) = lpre*((I A pre)"(V ci j). This predicate represents the set of the states from which the greatest non-terminating trajectory is not reachable. where 'xl stantds for one of the nine possible prefixes of '-reachable'.
Obviously, the properties prefixed by '0' do not represent any practical interest. Fig. 3 shows how the other types of activability can be characterized by using Propositions 19(a), 19(c), 21 and :23. If IL1 = 1, then th.e properties prefixed by 'p' correspond to liveness properties for a transition [ 161: these properties express the possibility of activating a trans.ition without however guaranteeing that it will be effectively enabled. The properties prefixed by 'i' express to which extent the enabling of a transition will inevitably take place and they can characterize the absence or presence of a certain type of livelock [lg9 323.
Wservstiorns.
(a) If the greatest invariant (trajectory) contained in AIEL --xi is equal to I, then (t i iel, is p-s-activable (i-s-activable) from every possible initial state. } (b) The greatest in variant from which {ti}ic L is p-s-activable is equal to (c) The greatest invariant from which {ti}ieL is i-s-activable is equal to *"((I v pre :* @E)*(V ie= ci)) =-lpre*( W), where W is the greatest trajectory less than or equal to l\i& -W.i. 
Acrivability of a transition system
Definition. A transition system S = (Q, T, {Ri}zl) is said to be 'x'-activable from Pi E Sp, iff T is 'x'-activable from Pa in S.
Proposition 28. Let S he a transition system and PI E 9.
(a) S is p-activable from PI iff S is i-activable from PI. (6) S is o-activlzble from PI is a tautology . 
Applications
The results presented can be applied to the verification of a system described in any discrete model provided that a semantics of this model is given in terms of transition systems. In this case it is possible to compute the function pre associated to the given system and verifying a property amounts to computing fixed points of monotonic functions constructed from pre.
In order to illustrate this idea we consider a cl'ass of programs with guarded commands [8] for which the function pre can be obtained in a direct manner. These programs are of the type where, -{ci}El is a set of total computable predicates, -{ai): 1 is a set of 'simultaneous' assignments, ai = (X = ai(X where X = (Xl 9***9 x,)
is the vector of program variables and ati an arbitrary total computable function.
If we assume that the state space of § is Q, then we can associate to S a transition system S' = (Q, T, {Ri}E 1) such that its transitions are in bijection with the guarded commands and Vq, 4'~ Q ((4, 4') CI Rieci(q) and ai = 4').
bvioudy, for a given predicate P, pre[S](P) = VL, ci A P 0 ai9 where P 0 ai represents the predicate P 0 ai = P(ai(q)).
This class of programs, besides the nice possibilities for analysis that it provides, has good description capabilities due to the iterative non-deterministic construct ds od [9] . In fact, for every iterative sequential program (deterministic or not), it is possible to find an equi\,alent program of this class by adding control variables (see for example [14] ). Furthermore, if it is accepted, as in [20, 10, 31, 121 , that concurrent execution can be 'represented' by non-deterministic sequential models, then these results can be applied to the verification of the properties of concurrent systems; in particular it is given in [lo] a method for obtaining from a given parallel program with conditional critical regions [2] an 'equivalent' program of this class.
Finarty, notice that under the aforementioned assumption, several models used to describe the flow of control in concurrent systems such as vector replacement systems, vector addition systems, Petri nets and their extensions, can be represented by such programs and coilsequently the methods given are directly applicable to these models [28] . i=l Thus, Pp=Po=x* -1 is the greatest deadlock-free invariant and S never blocks if it is initialized at a state verifying this invariant.
(b) Liveness of the guarded command (X 2 0 + x := x + 1): pre*(x 2 0) =: q pre'(x 30) =x 2 -1.
i=O
The greatest invariant under which (X 2~ 0 +x := x + 1) is live (p-s-activable) is i5FEx(x3--l)=x2-1; thus, this guarded command is live from every initial1 state verifying x 2 -1.
(c) Since S does never block if it is initialized properly, in order to verify if there is a possible livelock for (X 3 O+ x := x + 1) one has to compute the greatest non-terminating trajectory contained in 1(x is 0) Pk+l=Pk~pre(Pk), withPO=X<O,
Thus, there is no possible livelock for this guarded command. 0n the contrary compute the greatest non-terminating trajectory contained in ---IQ = (x .b 0 Showing that the mutual exclusion constraint is respected in the concurrent system amounts to proving that the non-deterministic system never reaches a state for whilch the guards protecting the critical section are both true, i.e. that it satisfies the invariant property having as target predicate Jo:
(Jo is the negation of the conjunction of the guards protecting the critical section).
Computation of J = $Zx(Jo): Rem,ark that f,or every command ai containing an assignment of the type p 1+ j with j#2, Jpai=T because Jo=pl#2vinBvp2#2vinA. Thus, it remains to compute lci \I Jo * ai for i = 1,4, 5,6. This invariant is verified for the initial values of the variables and consequently the mutual exclusion constraint is respected by the two processes.
Example 3. Consider the problem of constructing a self-stabilizing ring of machines discussed in 171. The 5rst solution proposed in that paper can be described by the program:
S=do&O&O-4lS,od
where, -S~=(xg=x~+xg:= (X,+l)modn), -S1=(Xi#Xi-1+Xi
:=Xi-l), l&Cn, -each guarded command corresponds to a machine. The xi's represent the state variables of the n + 1 machines and the operations on the subs&ipts are done mod(n + 1). (We admit the existence of a 'central deamon' selecting one privilege at a time).
Let Si = ci + ai with ai = (xi := ai( the ith guarded command and represent by Bi the predicate Proving that this solution t:onforms to the specifications of the problem amounts to proving that (a) J -\I:,, Bi is a (deadlock-free) invariant, i.e. every possible successor of a legitimate s&e is a legitimate state; (b) For every couple &, & 0 =G r, s G n, B, is a i-s-reachable from I&; (c) The system is self-stabilizing: from every possible initial state it will finally reach a legitimate state after execution of a finite number ol transitions, i.e. J is i-reachable from -rJ.
We have By substituting the Bi's in this inequality one obtains the irivially verified relations.
For i = 0:
The proved The latest relation shows that J is a deadlock-free invariant. Furthermore, the relations Bi r_ (pre[S] A FIS])(Bi+l) for 0 G i < n imply :hat if the system is initialized at a state verifying Bi, then it goes through a sequence of states verifying successively Bi+l, Bi+z, . . . , Bo, B1, . . = and it reaches a state verifying Bi after n + 1 transitions. Thus, Bi is i-s-reachable from every Bj, 1 sj c n.
Finally, in order to establish (c) one has to prove that the greatest trajectory cc3ntained in 1J is equal to 1. The computation of (I A (pre[S] v @[S])"(<) raises non-trivial problems of manipulation and simplification of predicates.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a very general framework for tackling the problem of system verification. The presented results can be applied to any discrete model provided that a semantics of this model can be given in terms of transition systems.
The method used for the study of properties, namely their definition by giving a 'target' predicate and a reachability type, seems to be sufficiently general for being applicable to a great variety of cases. This method is the more interesting as it allow.3 a systematic study of the properties in terms of two fundamental concepts, the different reachability types being expressed by simple relations involving invariants and trajectories.
Computing fixed points of monotonic functions is, from a practical point of view, the central problem and it determines the limitations of our approach in the domain of verification. Apart from the limitations of theoretical nature (non-decidability of the 'interesting' system properties, non-continuity of the functions) serious problems appear when applying iterative solution methods which require the manipulation, simplification and comparison of predicates on severa! variables.
Superposed on these difficulties is the lack both of any general criterion guaranteeing the convergence of the iterations and of any notion allowing to measure the 'distance' between the result of the ith iteration and the approached fixed point.
For all these reasons, it is not realistic to expect that the presented results can be applied directly to the analysis of systems of non-trivial complexity. However, we believe that it is possible to obtain mechanizable proof methods by applying techniques for approximating fixed points as in [3-51 or by working with finite state models which represent some adequately chosen 'abstraction' of a complex system under study.
How to exploit in practice the given theoretical results is an open problem to which we are not supposed to answer; the examples with 'condition-action' systems in Section 4 are an illustration of what can be! done Yrolith ofher models 5~. The main contribution of this paper is to propose a methodology for system verification by giving a unified approach for generating, comparing and proving system properties.
